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NATURAL GAS
SAFETY

OUR PATH TO A CLEAN
AND SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

BGE is committed to maintaining a safe and
reliable gas system, which begins with helping
our customers understand the importance of
natural gas safety. Gas is colorless, tasteless,
and odorless in its natural state. Therefore,
BGE puts mercaptan, a safety additive in
natural gas, to give it a rotten egg odor and
make it easier to detect. To learn more, visit
BGE.COM/GasSafety

WAYS TO DETECT NATURAL GAS
SMELL | mercaptan gives natural
gas a distinctive smell similar to
rotten eggs

At BGE, we are building on our history of supporting the
environment by committing to cut our operational emissions
by at least 50% by 2030. We will also achieve net-zero
operations-driven emissions by 2050. We will accomplish this
while supporting our customers in reaching their own clean
energy goals without sacrificing reliable, affordable energy
solutions. This builds on our commitment to tackle climate
change, reduce local air pollution, and power a healthy,
sustainable future for our customers and communities.
Our goal is to create a cleaner, smarter, and more resilient
energy system for all customers in central Maryland. To learn
more about our Path to Clean, visit BGE.com/PathtoClean.

Personalize
your savings

SEE | look for dead vegetation
in a thriving area, bubbling
groundwater, or blowing dust from
a hole in the ground.
HEAR | a blowing or hissing
sound.

SMELL NATURAL GAS?

DON’T WAIT. GET OUT FAST AND
CALL 911 OR 877.778.7798.
BGE will check it out 24/7 at no cost to you.
Leave the premises, go at least 100 feet
away, and do not return until authorities
say it is safe.

A Home Energy Analysis can improve your energy-saving habits.
By completing the What Uses Most survey, you will receive personalized
savings tips, such as what items in your home are using the most
energy and how to make changes to help you save money. Visit
BGE.COM/HomeEnergyReport to learn more.

HELP PREVENT ENERGY THEFT

ENERGY THEFT
HOTLINE

Energy theft is both dangerous and illegal. Tampering with utility lines, meters, or other
BGE equipment in any way creates unsafe conditions for building occupants and neighbors.
Call the BGE Energy Theft Hotline at 800.417.0294 if you suspect a gas or electricity theft.
Your call will be kept confidential.

METER SAFETY
Keeping your meter free of obstructions and checking the gas lines around it helps
ensure accurate readings and contributes to natural gas safety. A clear area around
the meter makes it possible for BGE to complete meter readings and maintenance.
Today, most meters can be read remotely, but even these meters need to be kept free
of obstructions. Landscaping and structures around the meter may interfere with the
electronic transmission. To keep your meter accessible, make sure there is a minimum
of three feet of clear space around each meter. While BGE owns and maintains the
natural gas piping up to and including the gas meter, each gas customer is responsible
for maintaining and monitoring all above-ground and buried pipes after the meter. If this
piping is not maintained, it may corrode and leak. Be sure to periodically inspect buried
gas piping located after the meter for leaks and corrosion and make necessary repairs.
Plumbers who are state-certified to work on gas piping can perform maintenance and
repair gas fuel piping after the meter.

PURPLE OR BLUE STREETLIGHTS?
Ensuring outdoor lights—streetlights and private lights—are functioning properly is part
of BGE’s commitment to providing safe and reliable energy to our communities. Due to a
manufacturer defect, a small percentage of streetlights across the BGE service area may
have a malfunction causing the lights to gradually turn purple or blue. Please help us
identify these streetlights by reporting them to BGE.COM/Streetlight. The reporting tool
features an interactive map to help you identify the streetlight’s location. Once reported,
BGE crews will work to replace these streetlights.

STEM Superheroes
Inspiring the Next Generation of STEM Superheroes BGE’s
“Energy to Learn” program is designed to encourage elementary school
students’ interest in future careers in science, technology, engineering,
and math (STEM). From inspiring the students of today, to creating
opportunities for current professionals, BGE actively works to create
a pipeline to high-demand jobs. It’s never too early to start thinking
about your future career. To learn more about ten outstanding BGE
“STEM Superhero” employees, visit BGE.COM/StemSuperheroes.

